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✔ Interactive virtual tours with 3D effects. ✔ Create
virtual tours from your photos. ✔ Add text,
hyperlinks, and 3D models to your presentation. ✔
Use any image as a background. ✔ Export virtual
tours in 3 different file formats. ✔ Insert your virtual
tour in websites. ✔ Write custom text. ✔ Combine
multiple HTML5 pages into one interactive tour. ✔
Make a 360-degree virtual tour. ✔ Create mobile
tours for Android or iOS devices. ✔ Create custom
audio tracks. ✔ Use various image hotspots. ✔ Use
flash actions. ✔ Provide pre-build tours. ✔
Configure advanced options. Features: ✔ Beautiful
virtual tour pages and experiences. ✔ Upload as
many photos as you want. ✔ Create and insert
different 3D models. ✔ Use any images as a
background. ✔ Add text, hyperlinks, and pop-up
windows. ✔ Create and insert a 360-degree virtual
tour. ✔ 360-degree tours can be shared on websites.
✔ 360-degree tours for Android or iOS devices. ✔
Create a video tour. ✔ Create custom soundtracks. ✔
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Write custom text. ✔ Combine multiple HTML5
pages into one interactive tour. ✔ Make a tour for
multiple devices (PC, mobile). ✔ Make a tour for
Apple Watch. ✔ Make a tour for Google Glass. ✔
Use any image as a background. ✔ Add up to 60
hotspots to your pages. ✔ Use flash actions. ✔ Write
a custom message for each hotspot. ✔ Configure
advanced options. ✔ Export virtual tours. ✔ Export
virtual tours in multiple file formats: SWF, HTML5,
HTML5 VR, HTML5 Stunning Web, HTML5
Audio. ✔ Write custom text. ✔ Write special
messages for each page. ✔ Write custom sounds. ✔
Create custom music for tour. ✔ Set up a server to
connect to a hard disk. ✔ Share your tours via
Twitter, Facebook, Email or Google+. ✔ Write text
on top of image hotspots. ✔ Use photo hotspots. ✔
Use day and night transitions. ✔ Use gyroscope
effect. �
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Key Macro lets you create your own macros for
Microsoft Office 2010. Key Macro includes
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programmable keyboard shortcuts that makes it
easier to work with complex and repetitive tasks.
With Key Macro, you can easily assign keyboard
shortcuts to various actions on the files and
documents, such as opening, saving, duplicating,
deleting, sharing, etc. With Key Macro, you can
modify a macro while you are running it. This means
that you can make changes while the macro is still
saving the file, or changing it’s settings. Key Macro
allows you to work with a number of items at once,
saving you time and effort when working with
multiple files and documents. You can use different
keyboard shortcuts for a number of actions
simultaneously. KEYMACRO Features: Create your
own personal macros Multi-step macros Create
macros with standard keystrokes Multi-file and multi-
document macros Create macros using regular
expressions Key Macro makes it easy to create your
own personal macros Macros are designed to
simplify repetitive tasks and time-consuming work.
Macros enable you to speed up your work when
editing multiple files or documents, saving you time
and energy. Key Macro helps you create macros for
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Microsoft Office 2010. It includes several pre-
defined macros and templates that you can use to
automate your work. With Key Macro you can easily
change and create new macros for a number of items
at once. You can save time and energy by creating
your own personal macros and templates for
Microsoft Office 2010. Key Macro Features: Create
your own personal macros Multi-step macros Create
macros with standard keystrokes Multi-file and multi-
document macros Create macros using regular
expressions Key Macro allows you to work with a
number of items at once, saving you time and energy
when working with multiple files and documents.
You can use different keyboard shortcuts for a
number of actions simultaneously. Key Macro
enables you to work with a number of items at once,
saving you time and energy when working with
multiple files and documents. You can use different
keyboard shortcuts for a number of actions
simultaneously. Key Macro provides you with
powerful tools to work with your documents and
files. You can use this software to save time and
energy when editing multiple files and documents,
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saving you time and energy. KEYMACRO
Description: Key Macro lets you create your own
macros for Microsoft Office 2010. Key Macro
includes programmable keyboard shortcuts that
makes it easier to work with complex and repetitive
tasks. With Key Macro, you can easily 1d6a3396d6
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Tourweaver Standard allows you to create virtual
tours using photos. You can insert any photo, as the
application will load it and try to warp it to create the
sensation of 3D. Furthermore, you can set your
images to align on the layout differently, so your
presentations will be ordered and professional-
looking. In addition, you can add various objects and
data to your presentation, such as 3D models,
multimedia files, lists and pop-up windows.
Description: You can make your presentation ready
in less than ten minutes using our video editor. You
just need to capture the footage and import it into the
program. You can record everything from webcam,
microphone, front camera or an additional input
card. After you have finished your video recording,
the program will then cut your video files into the
appropriate parts automatically. You can trim, edit
and add effects to your video before exporting it in
any video format. Description: If you are looking for
a convenient and easy-to-use video editor, then our
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video editor will probably be a useful application for
you. It allows you to make your personal video
stories in a very easy way. This program allows you
to shoot video from video capture cards and add
subtitles. The editor also includes a viewer, which
will allow you to find video files easily and play
them. You will be able to add music and picture
effects to your movies, including transitions, titles,
credits, special effects and more. Description: This
project will allow you to create animated videos in
just a few minutes using our video editor. It has
everything you need to create your personal movie.
You will be able to record everything from webcam,
microphone, front camera or an additional input
card. After you have finished your video recording,
the program will then cut your video files into the
appropriate parts automatically. You can trim, edit
and add effects to your video before exporting it in
any video format. Description: Our video editor will
allow you to create personalized videos in a very easy
way. You just need to capture the footage and import
it into the program. You can record everything from
webcam, microphone, front camera or an additional
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input card. After you have finished your video
recording, the program will then cut your video files
into the appropriate parts automatically. You can
trim, edit and add effects to your video before
exporting it in any video format. Description: You
can make your presentation ready in less than ten
minutes using our video editor. You

What's New in the Tourweaver Standard?

The product meets the demand of our customers for
a versatile and reliable virtual tour system, which
allows to build and deliver high quality interactive
tours and virtual walks in a fast and simple way.
Tourweaver offers the tools to create stunning
immersive virtual tours for any site, location or place
in only a few clicks. * Built-in Interactive 360° video
tours * Automated Photo Download * Quality
software with a high level of customer support *
Fast, easy to use and free of charge Powerful
features * Shoot 360° video or panoramic photos of
your location and place * Simple upload to our
system * Animated transitions * Online 3D Tour
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Preview * Drag and drop placement of media items *
Geocoded media lists * Gyroscope view and image
hotspots * Light effect and sky view adjustment *
Focus (depth) adjustment * GPS-enabled * Night to
day transition * Video overlays * Image hotspots *
Virtual tour of images and models * Image hotspots
* EXE and SWF standalone files * Portable virtual
tour * Rich interface design and animation *
Automatic testing * Powerful photo management
tool * Allows to synchronize multiple devices *
Assign preferred devices for each user * Allows to
synchronize all online tours for one account *
Multiple languages * Professional Customer support
* Fully mobile optimized tours * High quality
animations, including transitions and effects * A/V
sync videos * Background music playback * Easy
HTML5 Virtual tours for Android and iOS *
HTML5 Virtual tours for iOS and Android *
Interactive VR tours * VR viewer plug-in for Flash
VR files * VR view plug-in for SWF files * Way-
finding function * Multiple output file formats *
Remote camera control * Optional realtor support
(not included) * Simple standalone tours without web
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interface for Windows (32-bit version) * Payment
through e-mail Please note that some features may be
limited for the free trial version. Please see the
Tourweaver Pricing page for more information.
Description: Want to see a 360° video of your home
from your sofa? Tourweaver lets you do just that!
Upload your 360° photos or video footage, and it will
create a virtual tour of the content. Set your
preferences and add your favorite objects and
locations to your walk. See a 3D view of your photo
collection, add your photos and video, and prepare to
create a great presentation of your favorite place.
Built-in 360° video As with the previous Tourweaver
versions, Tourweaver Standard supports 360° videos.
It offers a number of things you can do to your
videos to get a better feel of the content. Simply
click on the button and all your video will rotate
around, like the Hubble telescope. Get the best view
Select from
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System Requirements:

Network: Broadband Internet connection and a stable
connection is required to play online. Data transfer
limit is 50 Mbits/s or less. Memory: 1 GB RAM is
required. Storage: 100 MB available disk space for
installation. Hard disk space: 100 MB available space
for installation. Video: Intel HD Graphics 3000 or
later are recommended. Sound card: DirectX 9.0c
compatible sound card Java: The latest version of
Java is strongly recommended. Other: DirectX 9.0c
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